
Intelligent, intuitive, and singularly innovative, the CYBEX e-PRIAM empowers you to glide up and down hills with ease, 
and across uneven surfaces like sand, gravel or cobblestones without missing a step. The Sensors in the handlebar mon-
itor pushing and pulling effort, giving you a helping hand when you need it most. As part of our 3-in-1 Travel System, the 
e-PRIAM Frame can accommodate a standard Seat Pack, a LUX Carry Cot, and an infant car seat. And there’s no need to 
choose between sophistication and superior smart technology: the e-PRIAM Frame is elegantly designed with a range of 
colors including rose gold, chrome and matte black, while the Seat Packs are available in several stylish colors and special 
editions—bringing a fashion sensibility to your powered stroll.

KEY FEATURE:

SMART HILL SUPPORT 

Ease of use & less physical strain for the parent

With the Smart Uphill and Downhill Assist, sensors integrated 
into the handle bar detect pushing and pulling pressure on 
the handle and adjust the support accordingly. This is done 
in a smooth and intelligent way so you maintain the same 
effort when pushing the stroller uphill or downhill as when 
you would stroll it on a straight road.
The electronic functions can assist climbing a slope of up 
to approximately 25%, similar to the incline of Lombard 
Street in San Francisco.

Sensors integrated into the handle bar 
detect the pushing / pulling pressure

Motors attached to the rear axis 
next to the wheels

Battery indicator (5 LEDs)
  
Power button to turn on the system

SMART UNEVEN SURFACE SUPPORT

Ensures a smooth ride for both parent and child

Not every road is a smooth one. For times when you 
are travelling over surfaces such as cobblestone, 
sand, snow, or gravel, the Smart Uneven Surface Assist 
makes smart adjustments to ensure you have the  
same comfortable feeling of strolling along a straight and 
even road.

The e-PRIAM smartly adapts to all types of surfaces and stroller loads (max. 55 lbs.) to make the user’s journey as effortless as possible.
When traveling uphill, the pushing force on the handlebar prompts the system to add powered support. When traveling downhill, the 
pulling force on the handlebar is translated into braking support, which slows the stroller down. The logic is always the same, the system 
detects the forces applying on the stroller and then uses this information—along with other information such as speed, distance and 
time of travel—to determine how to react.

KEY BENEFITS:

- EMPOWERING PARENTS -



3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

STEP 1

Select your favorite e-PRIAM FRAME

• You have the freedom of choice to choose between
 rosegold, chrome and matte black

• Included with the frame: All-Terrain wheels,
 battery incl. charger, cup holder, car seat adapters,  
 rain cover  

e-PRIAM frame with  
PRIAM LUX CARRY COT

e-PRIAM frame with  
CLOUD Q with SensorSafe™

e-PRIAM frame with  
PRIAM SEAT PACK

e-PRIAM WITH 
PRIAM SEAT PACK

ROSEGOLD MATTE BLACK

STEP 2

 Select your favorite PRIAM SEAT PACK

• The e-PRIAM frame contains all hard parts of the 
 LUX Seat

• This means you only need to buy a Priam Seat Pack 
 of your choice to create a complete e-PRIAM with 
 LUX Seat

• The Seat Packs for PRIAM and e-PRIAM are the
 same which offers you a wide selection

• Some e-PRIAM strollers ship with frame and seat pack  
 in one box. See retailer for additional information.

CHROME WITH 
BLACK DETAILS

519002657 519003517 519002649



PREMIUM BLACK
519003341

INDIGO BLUE
519003345

MANHATTAN GREY
519003343

TRUE RED
519003347

FANCY PINK
519003749

SPRING BLOSSOM
LIGHT

519003969

SPRING BLOSSOM 
DARK

519003979

KOI

519003681

REBELLIOUS

519003683

CYBEX BY 
KAROLINA KURKOVA

519003171

SEAT PACKS 2019 COLLECTION

FASHION COLLECTIONS

COLLABORATIONS

JEREMY SCOTT

519003629



e-PRIAM WITH 
PRIAM LUX CARRY COT

• The PRIAM LUX Carry Cot can be attached to the
 e-PRIAM frame
• The PRIAM LUX Carry Cot offers a panorma view and   
 sky view
• For more detailed information on the LUX Carry Cot      
 please have a look at the PRIAM fact sheet

e-PRIAM WITH 
INFANT CAR SEAT 
(CLOUD Q WITH SENSORSAFE™

•  All Cybex infant car seats are compatible with the 
 e-PRIAM frame
• CYBEX CLOUD Q with SensorSafe™ offers a unique  
 ergonomic full recline position. Attached to the e-PRIAM  
 frame, your baby has a comfortable sleeping position  
 outside the car
•  Car seat adaptors are included with the e-PRIAM frame 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

e-PRIAM FRAME RANGE

•    Fair conditions (flat terrain with short hills and a few uneven 

surfaces, an outside temperature of approximately 68˚F, a 

load of 20–22 lbs.): the battery will last for approximately 

28 mi.

•    Difficult conditions: (outdoor terrain with short hills and 

many uneven surfaces, an outside temperature of approx-

imately 50–68˚F, a load of 33 lbs.): the battery will last for 

approximately 12.4 mi.

•    Extreme conditions (rugged terrain with very long and 

steep hills and mostly uneven surfaces, an outside temper-

ature below 50˚F, a load of 55 lbs.): the battery will last for 

approximately 5 mi.

The values mentioned above are estimates. The real values 

might differ or vary according to usage, external influences 

and the condition of the battery. Additionally, the capacity of 

the e-PRIAM’s lithium-ion battery decreases with age and us-

age. This might have an impact on battery run time.

The values mentioned do not assume any liability.

e-PRIAM FRAME with PRIAM SEAT PACK

• Folded dimensions incl. wheels and Seat Pack:
 37.4" L x 23.6" W x 15.8" H
• Most compact folded dimensions incl Seat Pack
 (wheels disassembled):
 33.5" L x 20" W x 11.8" H
• Weight: 33.7 lbs.

e-PRIAM FRAME
(W/O HARD PARTS OF THE LUX SEAT)

• Weight: 23.6 lbs.

• Battery charging time around 6 hours
• 5 LEDs indicate battery status


